NOTES: UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED.

1. EACH FIBER ADAPTER KIT IS SUPPLIED WITH COMPONENTS SHOWN.

2. ADAPTER SPECIFICATIONS (MULTIMODE) 50μm, 50μm 10 GIG, 62.5μm
   INSERTION LOSS (AVERAGE): PHOSPHOR BRONZE SLEEVE: ≤ 0.3 dB MAX.
   SLEEVE/FERRULE WITHDRAWAL FORCE: 2.0N ~ 5.9N (200gf ~ 600gf)

3. ADAPTER SPECIFICATIONS (SINGLEMODE)
   INSERTION LOSS (AVERAGE): ZIRCONIA CERAMIC SLEEVE: ≤ 0.2 dB MAX.
   SLEEVE/FERRULE WITHDRAWAL FORCE: 2.0N ~ 5.9N (200gf ~ 600gf)